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Comments I am so frustrated to see this planning application resubmitted. The cosmetic redesign of the proposed
plant and site does not address any of the issues and concerns made previously. My concerns and
issues remain as follow: . This is not a suitable location for this plant because of the detrimental impact
that such a construction and operation will have on both the local natural and human environment . . I
am still not convinced that the emissions from this site will not cause problems for those living in close
proximity to the plant and am not happy about so called effective monitoring practices to ensure safety
and compliance. . The increased noise and disturbance caused by so much additional traffic and the
unsuitable current road access and general highway safety implications as a result of journeys to and
from the site. .The detriment to the locality especially where we hope to create much needed housing
and a proper community at Ford. Which is more important meeting counties housing supply or creating
an unwanted waste recycling plant? No one would want to live right on top of such a facility. . As
stated in my previous objection of 31/07/2020 Ford is not an industrial area and residents are
thoroughly fed up with feeling that we shall become the dumping waste capital of the south! I do not
feel at all reassured either by Grundon or Viridor their placations are weak and often do not address
what is being asked of them .How can we trust or rely on the thorough monitoring of this proposed
facility? Will it be carried out independently by external professionals who have the correct
qualifications to undertake such work and who do not have vested interests in the company or its
operations? Trying to pacify residents with an inside job will not suffice. Such inspection only works if it
is carried out independently with proper advice, recommendations that are listened to and acted upon
with a trustworthy guarantee provided that no one will adversely suffer as a result of this structure and
its work being given permission to operate.
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